If you could start over, what would you do differently?

If you had to remove one chapter, which would you remove?

Which chapter will be the most influential?

How is your thesis going to be applied in practice?

Can you explain your methodology for data analysis?

Where did you get these values from?

How would you improve the quality of your data?

How does this apply or relate to my favourite topic?

What would your overall single research question over all papers be?

---

**Diss-Bingo**

These are questions that are likely to appear at any dissertation from at least one of the members of the committee, essentially proving that the committee member ran out of proper questions or have not read the thesis before the defence.

Bring this bingo-tray to dissertations you visit, and note down when and where you heard the question being asked. When you get a full line, whisper "bingo" quietly to yourself and e-mail everyone afterwards.

If you get a full line at a single defence by a single committee member, stand up and yell "Did you even read the thesis?"